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Review Article

Chaucer and the Three Crowns of Florence (Dante,
Petrarch, and Boccaccio): Recent
Comparative Scholarship
by
Madison U. Sowell
Brigham Young University

Chaucer and the Italian Trecento. Ed. Piero Boitani. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Pre s, 1983. 313 p. $49.50.
Howard H . Schles , Chaucer and Dante: A Revaluation. Norman, OK:
Pilgrim Books, 1984. 268 p. $85.00.
R. A. Shoaf, Dame, Chaucer, and the Currency of the Word: Money, Images,
and Reference in Late Medieval Poetry. Norman, OK : Pilgrim Books, 1983 .
313 p. $39.95.
The 1970's witnessed a number of major anniversaries relating to Dante,
Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Chaucer. 1971 marked the 650th anniversary of
Dante's death in 1321; 1972-73, the 600th anniversary of Chaucer's first known
trip to Italy; 1974, the excentenary of Petrarch's passing; 1975, the sexcentenary of Boccaccio's demise; and 1978, the 600th anniversary of Chaucer's econd known journey to Italy. Many of these events were commemorated by
special lectures or symposia, the written results of which have been appearing
in print ever ince. Perhaps because of the anniversaries' chronological closeness, scholars were also encouraged to devote considerable attention 10 comparative analyses of the fourteenth-century authors' works. Assuredl y uch
studies do not con titute a recent phenomenon and may be traced at least 10
Mario Praz's seminal 1927 article in The Monthly Criterion on "C haucer and
the Great Italian Writers of the Trecento" (rpt. in The Flaming Heart in 1958)not to mention the pioneering studies of A. Rambeau in German , C. Chiarini
in Italian, and J. L. Lowes in English. evertheless comparative scholar hip in
the period from 1974 to 1984 remains remarkable for its qualit y and quantit y.
I am thinking, specifically and initially, of the booklength studie focu ing on
the famed Boccaccio-Chaucer parallels or the larger Boccaccio-and- nglish
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Literature relationship - e.g., // Boccaccio nella culrura inglese e anglo-americana, ed. Giuseppe Galigani (1974); Piero Boitani, Chaucer and Boccaccio
(1977); and Chaucer's Boccaccio: Sources of "Troilus" and the "Knight's" and
"Franklin's Tales," ed. and trans. . R. Havely (1980)-all of which have
been, I believe, favorably reviewed elsewhere. But three more recent books
have covered either the general problem of Chaucer and Trecento Italy or the
more narrow Chaucer-Dante connection. In this review I shall a ess the contributions of these latest studies, listed at the outset of my essay .
Professor Boitani's well-edited collection of thirteen articles (counting an
extremely helpful bibliography) by eleven contributors is entitled Chaucer and
the Italian Trecento. It is dedicated "To the memory of Jack Bennett," a Chaucerian and comparatist of note who taught at the Univer ity of Cambridge and
who has the lead article in the second part of the volume (devoted to Chaucer's
relationship with the great Trecento writer). An initial triad of essaysmedieval historian John Larner's "Chaucer's Italy," political cienti t Janet
Coleman's "Engli h Culture in the Fourteenth Century," and hist0rian Wendy
Childs's "Anglo-Italian Contacts in the Fourteenth Century" - make up the
book's first part and are directed to comparative cultural hist0ry. For the
litterateur, these contain numerous reminders of and insights into the complexities of fourteenth -century Italian and English cu lture, from period politics and economics to artistic currents and sy terns of education. Larner, for
example, chronicles the far-reaching changes in Italy between the death of
Dante and the flourishing of Petrarch's generation -not just the outbreaks of
plague but also the hifts in philosophy from Thomism and scholasticism 10
Augustinianism and humanism . Coleman, on the other hand, stresses the
importance of the papal court in Avignon as a meeting place for Italian and
English humanists trained in or familiar with civil and canon law. Childs
details England's longstanding mercantile, clerical, and diplomatic contacts
with Italy, as exemplified by a number of Chaucer's well-travelled Canterbury
pilgrims and a auested to by a variety of documents in the Public Record
Office: "English awareness of Italy came through both Englishmen (churchmen, pilgrims, envoys and mercenaries) returning from Italy, and Italian
(merchants, envoys, churchmen) coming to England" (p. 65). The plethora of
Anglo-Italian cultural ties arising from merchant trade-a fact underscored by
all three scholars in this first section -suggests the reason for the richne s of
the fourteenth-century literary theme of economic exchange. As we shall see,
R. A. Shoaf provides, in a separate book-length study, an in-depth examination of this Leitmotiv in Dante and Chaucer.
Benneu's "Chaucer, Dame and Boccaccio," as noted, sets the stage for the
collection's econd group of essays, where a primary concern is that of literary
influence. This venerable cholar is well aware of Chaucer's debts to Boccaccio, direct and otherwise-e.g., II Filosrrato as the immediate source for
Troilus and Criseyde; II Teseida, the free adaptation of which con titute the
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Knight' Tale; the tory of Griselda (Decameron X. 10) as the indirect source,
via Petrarch's Latin translation , for the Clerk' Tale; and De claris mulieribus
and De casibus virorum illustrium as two important sources for the Monk's
Tale. But perhaps more importantly, he is also aware of Boccaccio's profound
admiration for Dante and of the myriad Danteisms in Boccaccio' works. Following in the tradition of J . H. Whitfield, Bennett explores how Chaucer dealt
with Dante's poetry, both directly and through Boccaccio. Furthermore, he
argues that "[i)t is thanks to Chauc-er's reading of the Comedy that English
verse joins the main stream of European poetry" (p. 108). This article, as
Boitani indicate in the Introduction, focus e attention on critical area of
concern to be treated in the subsequent essay .
In Boitani's "What Dante Meant to Chaucer" the author reminds us that
Dante and Chaucer were not contemporarie and that we must not forge t the
chronological and geographical distance that eparated them. Nevertheles the
poets hared much: they loved the classics, especially Virgil and Statius; they
were widely read in medieval philosophy and literature, with Boethius being a
key figure for both; they were fascinated by science; and they both started their
literary careers a love poets. Moreover, "[i]n the House of Fame, the Friar's
Tale, the legend of Good Women and the Knight's Tale Dante i for Chaucer
the poet of Hell and Heaven, the poet of the muses, of Thought, of 'engyn,' of
cience and light" (p. 126). Boitani goes on to consider the potential impact of
Dante's Convivio on Chaucer's concept of "gentilesse." He proffer that one
might even view the moral ballad "Gentilesse as Chaucer's ver ion of Dante's
great moral canwne ['le dolci rime d'amor, ch'i' olla' discussed in the Convivio)" (p. 132).
David Wallace, in "Chaucer and Boccaccio's Early Writing ," argues that
Boccaccio's Amoroso Visione, with its fifty canto of Dantesque terza rima,
"offers parallels with the House of Fame both in its general enterprise and in its
specific engagements with particular literary models" (p. 143). While admi1ting
the difficulty of demonstrating "that the House of Fame consciously borrow
from the Amoroso Visione" (p. 145), Wallace insists on the importance of the
poets' analogou approaches to similar problems. Certainly the two works in
que tion hare a dream-vi ion framework, but it is not an uncommon mise en
scene for the times. The author also note that "[o)f all Chaucer's works, [Boccaccio's) Caccia di Diana most resembles the Book of the Duchess: in each
poem, cene of hunting - passively observed by a love-struck narrator -serve
as prelude to the impressive emergence of the poem's chief character" (p. 147).
The noteworthiness of such an observation i of course greatly dimini hed
when Boccaccio and Chaucer are not tudied in isolation: Italian cacce and
French hunting poems were fairly common in the fourteenth century. In the
end Wallace does acknowledge a fundamental difference between the two
poets, ahhough I find unconvincing hi speculation on why Boccaccio's name
never appears in any of Chaucer' works (p. I 59):
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Chaucer, although of bourgeois origins, received a
courtly education. Boccaccio, however, remained
an outsider to the courtly world; his conception of
cortesia is inevitably impoverished and debased .
In Boccaccio's early writing , the popular appropriation of courtly vocabulary ... is made ab elute. It was perhaps for this reason that Chaucer
nowhere acknowledges Boccaccio by name.
Barry Windeatt's "Chaucer and the Filosrrato" perceptively discusses the
"paymed proces" (Troilus and Criseyde, II , 424) by which the English poet
adopts and adapts Boccaccio's love poem to his own purposes: "Chaucer in
translating paints over his original with the language of a more courtly love"
(p. 168). The poet also "encrusts his translation with added references to classical figures" (p. 171) and "floods his translati ng with an alertness to death"
(p. 172). Boitani' econd essay in the collection, "Style, Iconography and
Narrative: the Le on of the Teseida," follows Windeatt's article and is similarly insightful. The point of the essay is that the Teseida, although one of
Boccaccio's assuredly minor works, enjoyed a considerable public in the late
Middle Ages and Renaissance; it follows, therefore, and hardly surprises "that
Chaucer used the [Italian poem in ollava rima] throughout his career, from
the House of Fame, to the Anelida, the Parliament of Fowls, the Troilus, the
Legend, the Knight's Tale and the Franklin's Tale" (p. 188). Boitani makes a
fairly strong case for the Teseida's being placed alongside the Divine Comedy,
the Consolation of Philosophy, and the Romance of the Rose as "the book
that mo t influenced Chaucer, that most stimulated him in his experiments as a
narrative poet and a sty list" (ibid.). The Italian scholar's assertion, however,
that the Decameron may disappoint because of "its relative lack of characterization" and the "absence of that most obvious of Chaucerian qualities- irony"
(p. 226) is puzzling indeed . While Dame (and Chaucer) may be superior to
Boccaccio in power of characterization and while the potential of irony may
not be fully realized in Italian letters until Ariosto, characterization and irony
often go hand in glove in Boccaccio's masterpiece, from the depiction of Ser
CeppereUo in the first tory of the first day to the tales of the hardheaded
Calandrino in the later days .
The next two articles, "The Wake of the Commedia: Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales and Boccaccio's Decameron" and "The Griselda Story in Boccaccio,
Petrarch and Chaucer;" are by Robin Kirkpatrick and are both in the best
comparative tradition. The first treats the "dissimilarities [emphasis added) between the Canterbury Tales and lhe Decameron" and points to the dearth of
"clear evidence that Chaucer ever used the Decameron as a source of material"
(p. 201). More specifically, Chaucer' traightforward and realistic portrayal
of the Pardoner i contrasted with the highly creative recreation of such a
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figure as Fra Cipolla in Boccaccio. In the second essay Kirkparrick stresses
"how close Chaucer stays [in retelling the Ori elda story] in most respects to
the text of Petrarch" (p. 238), but the author al o provides close readings and
examples of how Petrarch and Chaucer modify their respective sources for
their own purposes. Kirkpatrick's discussion of the image of Griselda in the
Trecento might have been better informed had he consulted Marga CouinoJones's "Fabula vs . Figura: Another Interpretation of the Griselda Story," in
lralica SO (1973), 38-52. It is a brilliant article analyzing (Boccaccio's) Griselda
as a figura Christi.
Nicholas Havely's "Chaucer, Boccaccio and the Friars" addresses the two
poets' anticlericalism and trace their somewhat divergent attitudes on the subject to "the French anti fraternal rradition deriving largely from the evenements
at the University of Paris in the mid thirteenth century" (p. 255). Havely also
reviews possible artistic reasons for including friars in the Italian and English
narratives: such men were, in the traditional mendicant mould, inveterate taleteUers. Peter Godman's "Chaucer and Boccaccio's Latin Works" distinguishes
"what Boccaccio's Lati.n prose offered to its earliest English adaptor" (p. 269).
In Boccaccio's Latin biographies, the author, notwithstanding his claims to
historical veracity, "follows his sources when it suits him"; when it fails to
please him , "he alters them to his own ends" (p. 290). Chaucer acts in a similar
vein: for example, "[i]n the Legend of Good Women he asserts the authority of
the texts upon which he draws, yet employs Boccaccio's account of Cleopatra
to reverse Boccaccio's interpretation of her" (p. 291 ).
The final article, Enrico Giaccherini's "Chaucer and the Italian Trecento: a
Bibliography," is what its subtitle suggests. After a half-page of explanatory
remarks - e.g., the selection of books and articles is not intended to be
complete-the bibliography is divided into six sections: I. General Studies;
11. Chaucer and Italy; 111 . Chaucer and Dante; IV. Chaucer and Boccaccio;
V. Chaucer and Petrarch; and VI. Varia. For not intending to be complete,
sections II through V are remarkably exhaustive and most valuable. Howard
Schless's Chaucer and Dante: A Revaluation, listed as an unpublished 1956
Pennsylvania dissertation, has of course since been published. (In fairness I
should add that Giaccherini, quite attentive to detail, does acknowledge in a
note that he has seen the publication announcement of Schless's book.)
Professor Boitani, known also as the author of English Medieval Narrative
in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries (1982), is to be praised for collecting and editing this varied and generally distinguished group of es ays. It will
undoubtedly prove an important resource to students and scholars interested
in the interrelationships of Italian and English letters in the Trecento. The
book itself is handsomely printed, replete with jacket cover and frontispiece
illustrations germane to the subject-the frontispiece, for ex.ample, is from the
Last Judgment fresco in the Strozzi Chapel of Santa Maria Novella in Florence
and shows Dante and, perhaps, Boccaccio and Petrarch. 1
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H . H . Schless's Chaucer and Dante: A Revaluarion ha a more restricted
purview than the previous study; il largely "deals with the literary indebtedness
of Chaucer to Dante on the basi of an inve tigation of all the reasonable suggestions of parallels and sources that have been made to date" (p. ix). The
author acknowledges his great debt to the unpublished doctoral dissertation of
J . P. Bethel, "The Influence of Dante on Chaucer's Thought and Expression"
(Harvard University, 1927), whose appendix contains mot of the Dante
ascriptions di scussed by Schiess. The Preface to Chaucer and Dante outlines
the author' procedure for presenting and analyzing the parallels in the two
poetS: first, he cites the ascription, indicating whether it comes from Bethel's
list and, if so, whether it is original to him; second, he provides the full citations or texts from Chaucer and Dante, supplying the context when needed;
third, he includes an English translation of the Italian (C. S. Singleton for the
Commedia and W. W. Jack on for the Convivio); and, finally, he discusses
the individual entry (often questioning or "revaluating" the rea onableness or
validity of the ascription). He sees the bases on which ascription can be made
a three: " (I) direct tran lation or citation, (2) verbal parallelism, and (3) contextual parallelism" (p. x). Throughout the study the author argues eloquently
that with the fir I ba is for ascription or with 1he combination of the latter two,
there is proof or reasonably certain evidence of direct borrowing or noteworthy paralleli m. But when the second or third basi exists alone, Schiess
reexamines the ascription in an effort to determine whether or not the two
writers are drawing on a third element-e.g., a common classical or medieval
source or even common knowledge. Thi cholar, in brief, wisely refuses 10
study Dante and Chaucer in vacuo; rather he persistently strives "to revaluate
the Chaucer-Dante relationship in the light of the social and literary background of the period" (ibid.). Because of the soundness of such a methodological approach and because of the book's high ly readable format-with
individual investigations of each sugge 1ed instance of Chaucer's indebtednes
to Dante, plus a detailed Index of Comparisons-this elegantly and expensively printed volume is destined to become the fundamental sourcebook for
Dante-Chaucer studies for decades 10 come.'
A Revaluation comprises nine chapters. The first, "Chaucer and Fourteenth-Century Italy," discusses at length the problem of when Chaucer
learned Italian. That in the Trecento "Italian was the language of international
business and finance" (p. 4) points to the po sibility, if not probability, that
Chaucer knew Italian before his 1372 mi ion to Italy. In a similar vein Schiess
urges caution 10 those who believe that Dante wa unknown in England until
after Chaucer's return from Italy: too many Tu can merchants dwelt in
England for everal decades before Chaucer's trip for that ea ily 10 have been
the ca e. Schles does note tablish the year in which Chaucer learned Italian,
but he does indicate 1372 as the year by which he must have learned the language. In the initial chapter, moreover, the author carefully outlines differences
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between Chaucer and Dante. Nowhere in Chaucer, for example, is "the outspoken political view or the aggre ive didacticism that informs Dante's
writing" (p. 20). Becau e of uch fundamental differences between the two
poet and because of the tendency of some scholars to view Dante and Chaucer
in an i olated context, Schiess warns that "the constant reference 10 Dante that
one finds in Chaucer criticism ... seems frequently more a function of the
scholars' need than of Chaucer's poetry" (p. 26). Strong words, but not without justification, for the point i that Dante i repeatedly invoked for comparion becau e his well-ordered encyclopedic opus is more accessible than many
other medieval treasuries, such as that of Vincent of Beauvais. Schiess closes
the first chapter with the reminder that, in the number of derived lines, Boccaccio, Boethius, the Roma11 de la Rose, Ovid and several other works and
authors are ahead of Dante. Because Schiess i in istent on keeping everything
in perspective, his subseq uent judgment , harsh or revisionist as they may be,
inevitably strike one as objective and ju t.
Chapters 2 through 8 treat, re pectively, the Dante ascriptions in The

House of Fame, A11elida and Arcite, The Parliament of Fowls, Troifus and
Criseyde, The legend of Good Women, the Canterbury Tales, and The Minor
Poems. Each chapter contains a brief review of pertinent scholarship and/ or
an overview of the significance of Dante's influence in the particular work to be
studied. Chapter 9 is the author's Conclusion . After the previously mentioned
Index of Comparisons, the book close with a lengthy Bibliography and a
detailed General Index.
Throughout the book, 1 found Schless's thorough familiarity with classical
and medieval sources, not to mention hi command of Chaucer criticism and
his scholarly caution , truly commendable . A few examples from the second
and longe I chapter will suffice to demonstrate this fact. The chapter begin
with a review of Dantesque interpretations of The House of Fame (hereafter,
HF) , from Lydgate's famous and cryptic description of ihe poem as "Dante in
ynglyssh" to the views of ten Brink and Kittredge, Chiarini and Robinson, and
Ruggiers. This early work, "the first major poem to show the influence of Dante"
(p. 29), i een a a reflection of how "Chaucer .. . could seriously employ the
framework of the Commedia to express hi inmost feelings ... and yet, at the
same time, satirize Dante' poem to the point of ridicule" (p. 33). The significance of Dante's ascriptions within a given work, therefore, may vary; more
certainly, the import of Dantean allusions from work to work wiU hardly be contant. Before pre enting the li t of parallel passages, SchJess offers one final note
of warning: "Considerations of the two poets in vacuo .. . entail so many questionable assumption that uch a basically exclusive procedure should only be
employed with the utmo L caution" (p. 42). Shared references to God as the
mover of all things, 10 cite an example from the Ii t, fail to how influence when
there is no contextual parallel, ince "one certainly does not need a source for a
medieval reference to God as the prime mover of the universe" (ibid.).
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Other parallels are "due rather 10 the common genre of the two passages"
(p. 52). Later and more precisely, in comparing HF 534- 39 with Paradiso I.
74- 75, 92- 93, Schiess emphasizes that "[t]he whole genre of love visions, as
well as visio literature, was common knowledge of Chaucer's time, and it
would be a mistake to force connections with the Commedia that could only
show Chaucer's complete misunderstanding of the work" (p. 53). In discussing
HF936- 59 and Convivio II. xiv. lff., both of which deal with the origins of the
Galaxy, the author comment that "Chaucer's source here in all probability is
not the Co11vivio but rather a combi nation of common knowledge, folk
etymology, and (at least in the case of the Metamorphoses) the same source
that Dante had used" (p. 62). In the case of an obvious source in Dante e.g., HF 523-28 and /11/erno 11 . 8-9 and Paradiso I. 11, when Chaucer invokes
his Thought - Schiess strives to show "the way in which Chaucer molds his
sources to fit his poetic intention" (p. 50), always keeping in mind that
"Dante's influence was never as extensive as Boccaccio's, but ... it served an
entirely different function in the poetry of Chaucer" (Chapter 4, p. 89). In
Chapter 5 Schiess explains that eventually, as in Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer
"turned to Dante for support in verses expressing the mystical quality of
religion in much the same way that he turned ... to Boccaccio for narrative
stimulus" (p. 101).
Schiess, in his su mmarx statements, outlines Chaucer's debt to Dante as
two-fold: "the few direct adaptations and translations made for purposes of
their content and the many shorter images borrowed for their verbal and dramatic force" (p. 246). He maintains that "poetry 10 Chaucer was primarily
entertaining, moral, and undoctrinaire," while "to Dante [it) was a medium for
expressing . . . the fiercely held theological and political doctrines that he had
formed into a philosophic whole'' (ibid.). The author, by the end of the book,
has made a strong case for the incorrectness of considering that Chaucer, when
he doe borrow from Dante, "necessarily believed the entire doctrine that
informed the borrowing" (ibid .). This belief may run slightly counter to the
view taken in the approach to Dante and Chaucer which we shall next consider.
Richard Shoaf, an Associate Professor of English at Yale University, approaches Dante and Chaucer with the sophistication of a highly trained
theorist in modem literary criti cism and the sensibility of a widely read scholar
of the Middle Ages. The result is an often challenging but frequently illuminating study of, as the subtitle suggests, Money, Images, and Reference in
Late Medieval Poe1ry. While it is true that imagistic and referential coinage is
discussed primarily in relation to Dante and Chaucer, the conclusions reached
have much wider application (to other medieval authors) and significance (i.e.,
for medievalists other than Dantists and Chaucerians). Shoars basic thesis, or
the analogy that he explores, is that "[m]oney and poetry are both fictions ,
... and they are both strangely alike-so much so that the problem of the
meaning of money is analogou to the problem of the meaning of language,
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especially poetic language" (p. 8). The arguent for st udying this problem in
relation to Dante and Chaucer runs omething like this: both men are love
poets; love involves an exchange; hence the love poet is typically preoccupied
with economics; hence there is a "profound similarity between Dante and
Chaucer" (p. 9). While agreeing to differences between the two poets (Dante
"begins in a blurred and fragmented vision of his own condition but ends in a
whole vision of primal unity"; Chaucer, "in Troy/us and Criseyde, begins in a
p eudo-unity of vision but ends in a whole vision of human fragmentarines '')
and recognizing that the language-money analogy "is of some modern interest,
especially since Saussure and Derrida," Shoaf nevertheless make a creditable
argument for Dante's and Chaucer' cognizance and acceptance (on the
authority of Boethius) of "the tructural relationship between language and
money" (ibid.) .
His study is divided into an Introduction ("The Di cour e of Man ' By
Nature a Pol itical Animal'"), three long essays (Part One: "Dante's Com media
and the Promise of Reference," with four chapters; Part Two: "Troy/us and
Criseyde and the 'Falsing' of the Referent," with five chapter ; and Part Three:
"The Canterbury Tales and the Et hics of Reference," with four chapters), plu
an Epilogue, Notes, Bibliography, and Index .
Shoaf maintains, somewhat problematically, that Chaucer not only read
the Commedia but also interpreted it, as would a specialized Dantista;
Chaucer then incorporated that interpretation into hi s mature poetry. The
English poet, in other word , upposedly derived his poetics of reference from
the Comedy's poetics of exchange. Many Chaucerians, uch as Schiess, will
undoubtedly question such a revisioni t, if not revolutionary , as ertion; Dante
cholars, on the other hand, will likely view such a claim with more sympathy.
In either case the author, "to read Chaucer, with Dante's help" (p. 22), turns
hi attention in the first part (pp. 17- 100) to the Florentine poet's coin imagery,
as found in the context of narcissistic allusions in Inferno XXX, Purgarorio
XXX , and Paradiso XXX . He concludes that Hell's " images refer without a
referent," while in Purgatory "reality is experienced as a confu ion of signs and
referents" and in Paradise there "is perfect reference" (p. 23). In the second part
(pp. 101 - 57) Shoaf examines coin and exchange imagery in Troilus and Criseyde
and relate it to parallel imagery in Dante's epic. The third part (pp. I 59- 227)
sh ifts the focus to the poetic of reference in the Canterbury Tales and analyzes the figures of the Wife of Bath, the Merchant, and the Pardoner- each of
whose tales reflect a significant relationship between language and money.
Such a hon summary perhaps provides more of a notion of Shoars
"trendy" vocabulary than of his analytical powers. It is meant, however , to
convey an idea both of his critica l jargon (nOI to mention ubiquitous wordplay ) and of his fresh insights. For a more balanced as essment of the Yale
scholar's contribution I hould add that while he tresses what Chaucer ostensibly shared with Dante, he also sketche fundamental difference between the
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poets. This fact shines through the one-line summary he offers of his study.
Speaking of each poet's desire to communicate, the author epigrammatically
states that "what for Dante is a problem of the expression of transcendence is
for Chaucer a problem of the transcendence of expression" (p. 235). In the
end, Shoafs highly original and largely a-historical interpretation of the two
Trecento figures nicely balances the more traditional but imilarly important
evaluations found in Boitani's and Schless's volumes. 3

NOTES
I. The few (very minor) misprints 1ha1 I noticed in the essays, so care fully edited by
Boitani , were these: "scutiny" for "scrutiny" (p. 23), "sumblime for "sublime" (p. 121),
"predistined" for "predestined" (p. 241), and "Fitzralph for "FitzRalph" (p. 257).
2. The only significant erratum in Schless's volume seems 10 be the omission, a l least in
my copy, of one sheet - pp. 253- 54. This is disturbing not only because of the high co 1
of the book ($85 .00) but also because those pages are 1he first two of the Bibliography
and are necessary to decipher a numbe r of citations within the text. I checked with Pilgrim Books and discovered that a number of defectively bound volumes, with various
pages missing, were sold. The press has replaced and will continue 10 replace defective
copies as they are brought to its auemion.
3. Shoars text, like the other two, has a minimum of printing errors . I did find "lanruage" for "language" (p. 33), "echos" for "echoes" (p. 45), "la" for "Iii" (p. 61)," i" for
"si" (p. 87), "serves serves" for "serves" (p. 108), "peititon" for " petitio n" (p. 157), and
"Freidrich" for " Friedrich" (p. 232). As in note I above, these are picayune misprints
mentioned only so they will be corrected when the books are reprinted.

